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Introduction 

When a barrier is constructed across some river in the form of a dam, water gets stored on the upstream side of the barrier, 

forming a pool of water, generally called a dam reservoir or an impounding reservoir or a river reservoir. 

A pond, lake, basin or other space, either natural in its origin or created in whole or in part by building of engineering 

structures, which issued for storage, regulation and control of water. Small reservoirs are also called tanks. 

 

Types of reservoirs 

Depending upon the purpose served by a given reservoir, the reservoirs may be broadly divided into the following. 

 

Auxiliary or Compensatory Reservoir: A reservoir which supplements and absorbs the spill of a main reservoir. 

 

Balancing Reservoir: A reservoir downstream of ( or subsidiary to ) the main reservoir for holding water let down from 

the main reservoir in excess of that required for irrigation, power generation or other purposes. 

 

Conservation Reservoir: A reservoir impounding water for useful purposes, such as irrigation, power generation, 

recreation, domestic, industrial and municipal supply, etc. 

 

Distribution Reservoir: A reservoir connected with distribution system of a water supply project, used primarily to care 

for fluctuations in demand which occur over short periods and also as local storage in case of emergency. (Such as a break 

in a main supply line failure of pumping plant) 

 

Grit Reservoir: A reservoir used for storage of turbid water for the purpose of sedimentation, also called ‘ Settling 

Reservoir ‘ or ‘Silting Reservoir ‘. 

 

Impounding Reservoir: A reservoir with gate-controlled outlets wherein surface water may be retained for a 

considerable period of time and released for use at a time when the normal flow of the stream is insufficient to satisfy 

requirements. It is also called as ‘Storage Reservoir’. 

 

Multipurpose Reservoir: A reservoir constructed and equipped to provide storage and release of water for two or more 

purposes such as irrigation, flood control, power generation, navigation, pollution abatement, domestic and industrial 

water supply, fish culture and recreation. This type of reservoir is also known as ‘Multiuse Reservoir’. 

 

Natural Reservoirs: Reservoirs created by natural means. It is also called as ‘Lakes’. 

 

Flood Control Reservoirs: A flood control reservoir, generally called a flood-mitigation reservoir, stores a portion of the 

flood flows in such a way so as to minimise the flood peaks at the areas to be protected downstream. To accomplish this 

entire inflow entering the reservoir is discharged till the outflow reaches the safe capacity of the channel downstream. The 

inflow in excess of this rate is stored in the reservoir which is then gradually released, so as to recover the storage capacity 

for the next flood. 

There are two basic types of flood-mitigation reservoirs, i.e. (i) Detention reservoir, and (ii) Retarding reservoirs. 

 

Detention reservoir: A reservoir having gates and valves installation at its spillway and at its sluice outlets is known as a 

detention reservoir. 

 

Functioning and advantages of a Detention Reservoir 

A storage reservoir with gated spillway and gated sluiceways, provides more flexibility of operation, and thus gives us 

better control and increased usefulness of the reservoir. Storage reservoirs are, therefore, preferred on large rivers, which 

require better control; while retarding basins are preferred on small rivers. In storage reservoirs, the flood crest 

downstream, can be better controlled and regulated properly, so as not to cause their coincidence. This is the biggest 

advantage of such a reservoir and outweighs its disadvantages of being costly and involving risk of human error in 

installation and operation of gates. 
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Retarding reservoir: A reservoir with uncontrolled and un-gated outlets is known as a retarding reservoir. 

 

Functioning and advantages of a Retarding reservoir 
A retarding reservoir is usually provided with an uncontrolled spillway and an uncontrolled orifice type sluiceway. The 

automatic regulation of outflow, depending upon the availability of water, takes place from such a reservoir. The 

maximum discharging capacity of such a reservoir should be equal to the maximum safe carrying capacity of the channel 

downstream. As floods occur, the reservoir gets filled, and discharges through sluiceways. As the reservoir elevation 

increases, the outflow discharge increases. The water level goes on rising until the flood has subsided, and the inflow 

becomes equal to or less than the outflow. After this, the water gets automatically withdrawn from the reservoir until the 

stored water is completely discharged. The advantages of a retarding basin over a gate controlled detention basin are: 

(i) Cost of the gate installation is saved. 

(ii) There are no gates and hence, the possibility of human error and negligence in their operation is eliminated. 

(iii) Since such a reservoir is not always filled, much of the land below the maximum reservoir level will be submerged 

only temporarily and occasionally, and can be successfully used for agriculture, although no permanent habitation can be 

allowed on this land. 

 

Storage zones of a reservoir 
 

 
 

Maximum Water Level (MWL): It is the highest level to which the reservoir waters will rise while passing the design 

flood with the spillway facilities in full operation. This level is also called Maximum Pool Level 

 

Full Reservoir Level: Is the highest level of the reservoir at which water is intended to be held for various uses including 

part or total of the flood storage without allowing any passage of water through the spillway. 

 

Normal Pool Level or Spillway Crest Level: It is the maximum elevation to which the reservoir water surface will rise 

during normal operating conditions. It is equivalent to the elevation of the spillway crest or the top of the spillway gates, 

for most of the cases. 

 

Minimum Pool Level or Minimum Drawdown Level (MDDL): The lowest water surface elevation, which has to be 

kept under normal operating conditions in a reservoir, is called the minimum pool level. It is the level below which the 

reservoir will not be drawn down so as to maintain a minimum head required in power projects. 

 

Top of Conservation Pool Level: The highest water level permissible for storing water for conservation use, such as 

municipal supply, irrigation and power generation, but excluding flood control. 
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Dead Storage Level (DSL): Below the level, there are no outlets to drain the water in the reservoir by gravity. 

 

Dead Storage: It is the storage between the dead storage level (DSL) and the ground level. Generally this is occupied by 

silt/sediment. 

 

Buffer Storage: The space located just above the dead storage level (DSL) up to minimum draw down level (MDDL) is 

termed as buffer storage. As the name implies, this zone is a buffer between the active and dead storage zones and releases 

from this zone are made in dry situations to cater for essential requirements only. Dead storage and buffer storage together 

is called inactive storage. 

 

Active Storage Capacity: The storage between the minimum drawdown level and full reservoir level also called 

‘Effective Capacity’ or ‘Useful Storage Capacity’. The active capacity is thus the difference of gross storage capacity and 

the sum of dead storage capacity and inactive capacity. Active or conservation storage assures the supply of water from 

the reservoir to meet the actual demand of the project whether it is for power, irrigation, or any other demand water 

supply. 

 

Live Storage: Volume of water actually available at any time between dead storage level and full reservoir level. 

 

Surcharge Storage: Surcharge storage is the storage between the full reservoir level (FRL) and the maximum water level 

(MWL) of a reservoir which may be attained with the spillway surplussing at full capacity the reservoir being at FRL to 

start with. 

 

Bank Storage: When the reservoir is filled up, certain amount of water seeps into the permeable reservoir banks. This 

water comes out as soon as the reservoir gets depleted. This volume of water is known as the bank storage, and may 

amount to several percent of the reservoir volume depending upon the geological formations. The bank storage effectively 

increases the capacity of the reservoir above that indicated by the elevation capacity curve of the reservoir. 

 

Valley Storage: Even before a dam is constructed, certain variable amount of water is stored in the stream channel, called 

valley storage. After the reservoir is formed, the storage increases, and the actual net increase in the storage is equal to the 

storage capacity of the reservoir minus the natural valley storage. The valley storage thus reduces the effective storage 

capacity of a reservoir. It is not of much importance in conservation reservoirs, but the available storage for flood 

mitigation is reduced, as given by the following relation: 

Effective storage for flood mitigation = Useful Storage + Surcharge Storage - Valley Storage corresponding to the rate of 

inflow in the reservoir. 

 

Reservoir yield: The amount of water that can be drawn out from a reservoir, in any specified time interval is called the 

reservoir yield. Naturally, it depends upon the inflow into the reservoir and the reservoir losses, consisting of reservoir 

leakage and reservoir evaporation. It is represented by the mass curve of out flow or mass demand line. 

 

Catchment yield: The annual inflow to the reservoir is represented by the mass curve of inflow.  

 

Dependable yield: The yield of a reservoir corresponding to an intermediate dependability percentage, known as 

dependable yield or design yield. 

 

Firm yield: The yield which corresponds to the worst or the most critical year on record is called the firm yield or the safe 

yield. Water available in excess of the firm yield during years of higher inflows, is designated as the secondary yield. 

 

Average yield: The arithmetic average of the firm yield and the secondary yield is called the average yield. 

 

Reservoir sedimentation 
Every river carries certain amount of sediment load. The sediment particles try to settle down to the river bottom due to 

the gravitational force, but may be kept in suspension due to the upward currents in the turbulent flow which may 

overcome the gravity force. Due to these reasons, the river carries fine sediment in suspension as suspended load, and 

larger solids along the river bed as bed load. When the silt laden water reaches a reservoir in the vicinity of a dam, the 

velocity and the turbulence are considerably reduced. The bigger suspended particles and most of the bed load, therefore, 
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get deposited in the head reaches of the reservoir. Fine particles may travel some more distance and may finally deposit 

farther down in the reservoir. 

 

 
 

Some very fine particles may remain in suspension for much longer period, and may finally escape from the dam along 

with the water discharged through the sluiceways, turbines, spillway, etc. The deposition of sediment in the reservoir is 

known as ‘Reservoir Silting’ or ‘Reservoir Sedimentation’. 

The deposition of the sediment will automatically reduce the water storing capacity of the reservoir, and if this process of 

deposition continues longer, a stage is likely to reach when the whole reservoir may get silted up and become useless. 

Moreover, with the passage of time, the reservoir capacity will go on reducing. Thus, if today at the time of construction, 

a reservoir can store 10,000 cubic metres of water, tomorrow say after five years, it may be able to store only say 8,000 

cubic metres of water. Therefore, in order to see that the capacity does not fall short of requirement ever during the design 

period, we must take this silting into account. The total volume of silt likely to be deposited during the designed life 

period of the dam is, therefore, estimated; and approximately that much of volume is left unused to allow for silting, and 

is known as dead storage. The remainder is known as the effective storage or the live storage. The dead storage generally 

varies between 15 to 25% of the total capacity. For example in Bhakra dam, the gross capacity of the dam is 9,344 million 

cubic metres and the dead storage provided is 2,054 million cubic metres. All the outlets fetching water from the reservoir 

are provided above the dead storage level. 

 

Density Currents: In a reservoir, the coarser sediment settles down along the bottom of the reservoir, as the muddy flow 

approaches the reservoir, while the finer sediment usually remains in suspension, and moves in a separate layer than the 

clear reservoir water. This layer of water, containing the fine sediment, moves below the upper clearer reservoir water, as 

a density current, since its density is slightly more than the density of the main body of the reservoir water. Because of 

their density difference, the water of the density current does not mix easily with the reservoir water, and maintains its 

identity for a considerable time. The density current can thus be removed through the dam sluiceways, if they are located 

properly and at the levels of the density current. A lot of sediment load can, thus, be passed out of the reservoir, if it is 

possible to locate the dam outlets and sluiceways in such a fashion, so as to vent out the density currents. Trap efficiency 

of reservoirs may thus be decreased by about 2 to 10%, if it is possible to vent such density currents through the outlets 

and sluiceways of the dams. 

 

Trap Efficiency: Trap efficiency is defined as the percentage of the sediment deposited in the reservoir even in spite of 

taking precautions and measures to control its deposition. 

 

                          ( )  
                                         

                                         
 

 

Most of the reservoirs trap 95 to 100% of the sediment load flowing into them. Even if various feasible silt control 

measures are adopted, it has not been possible to reduce this trap efficiency below 90% or so. 

 

Capacity-Inflow Ratio: The ratio of the reservoir capacity to the total inflow of water is known as the capacity-inflow 

ratio. It is a very important factor, because the trap efficiency has been found to be a function of capacity-inflow ratio. 

Gunnar Brune analysed data from 44 reservoirs with catchment areas varying from small to very large and presented a 

median curve together with lower and upper envelope curves which is shown here. 
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It is evident from the curve that if capacity reduces (with constant inflow), trap efficiency reduces, and hence, lesser 

sediment is trapped. Therefore, the silting rate in the reservoir shall be more in the beginning, and as its capacity reduces 

due to sifting, the silting rate will reduce. Hence, the complete reservoir-silting may take longer period. 

It can also be concluded that for small reservoirs (having small capacity) on large rivers (having large inflow rates), the 

trap efficiency is extremely low, because the capacity inflow ratio is very small. Such reservoirs silt very little and most of 

their sediment is passed downstream. On the other hand, large reservoirs on smaller rivers shall silt tremendously and 

almost complete deposition of sediment may take place. 

 

 
 

 

Silting of Power Reservoirs 

In case of reservoirs constructed solely for the purpose of power generation, the silting is comparatively less important. 

This is because of the fact, that for the proper and efficient functioning of a power reservoir, only a certain minimum head 

is necessary. This head remains available even after some silt gets deposited. So, only if sufficient water required for 

power generation remains available, the reservoir’s efficiency remains unaffected by silting. But due to silted water, the 

abrasion of the blades of the turbines may occur very soon, and power production may be stopped over a considerable 

length of time. 

 

Silting Control in Reservoirs: In order to increase the life of a reservoir, it is necessary to control the deposition of 

sediment. Various measures are undertaken in order to achieve this aim. The various methods which are adopted can be 

divided into two parts: (i) Pie-constructing measures; and (ii) Post-constructing measures. 

 

Pre-constructing measure: These are the measures which are adopted before and during the execution of the project. 

They are discussed below: 

 

a) Selection of Dam Site. The silting depends upon the amount of erosion from the catchment. If the catchment is less 

erodible, the silting will be less. Hence, the silting can be reduced by choosing the reservoir site in such a way as t6 

exclude the runoff from the easily erodible catchment. 

b) Construction of the Dam in Stages. The design capacity plays an important role in the silting of a reservoir. When the 

storage capacity is much less than the average annual runoff entering the reservoir, a large amount of water will get 

out of the reservoir, thereby, reducing the silting rate compared to what it would have been if the entire water would 

have been stored. Therefore, the life of a reservoir can be prolonged by construct ing the dam in stages. In other 

words, first of all, the dam should be built lower, and raised subsequently when some of its capacity gets silted up. 
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c) Construction of Check Dams. The sediment inflow can be controlled by building check dams across the river streams 

contributing major sediment load. These are smaller dams and trap large amounts of coarser sediments. They are quite 

expensive. 

d) Vegetation Screens. This is based on the principle that vegetation trap large amounts of sediment. The vegetation 

growth is, therefore, promoted at the entrance of the reservoir as well as in the catchment. These vegetative covers, 

through which flood waters have to pass before entering the reservoirs, are known as vegetation screens, and provide 

a cheap and a good method of silt control. 

e) Construction of Under-sluices in the Dam. The dam is provided with openings in its base, so as to remove the more 

silted water on the downstream side. The sediment concentration will be more at some levels than at others. 

Therefore, sluices are located at the levels of higher sediment concentration. The method in itself is not sufficient 

because the water digs out a channel behind the sluice for movement and leaves most of the sediment undisturbed. 

Therefore, this is simultaneously supplemented with mechanical loosening and scouring of the neighbouring sediment 

in order to increase its effectiveness. But to provide large sluices near the bottom of the dam, is again a structural 

problem. The use of this method is, therefore, limited. 

 

Post-constructing Measures: These measures are undertaken during the operation of the project. They are discussed 

below: 

 

a) Removal of Post Flood Wager: The sediment Content increases just after the floods, therefore, attempts are generally 

made not to collect this water. Hence, the efforts should be made to remove the water entering the reservoir at this 

time. 

b) Mechanical Stirring of the Sediment: The deposited sediment is scoured and disturbed by mechanical means, so as to 

keep it in a moving state, and thus, help in pushing it towards the sluices. 

c) Erosion Control and Soil Conservation: This includes all those general methods which are adopted to reduce erosion 

of soil and to make it more and more stable. This method is the most effective method for controlling siltation, 

because when the soil erosion is reduced, the sedimentation problem is reduced automatically. But the methods of 

treating the catchment in order to minimise erosion are very costly. It has been estimated that the investment required 

for treating 16% of the Indian catchment area is Rs. 1,000 crores. In India, only 1.5% of the catchment area has been 

treated to minimise silting. 


